
 I am writing this email to ask that KIPDA helps KYTC and Metro Louisville reconnect Campbell street back to
Gray street at the intersection of state highway 864 with a 4 way stop sign and crosswalk.

Currently it has been cut off since the 1980s from Broadway with no stop signs or traffic signals. This means
that cars go through to Shelby St at 30 miles an hour or more with no way for pedestrians wheelchair users or
bicyclists to cross the street safely. We ask that Chestnut St Connector is looked at and the roads of Phoenix
Hill neighborhood are reconnected to help bring tourists and residents downtown safely 

We would love to have KIPDA meet at Logan Street Market or in Shelby Park neighborhood soon to hear
from the residents most affected by the one way state highways and high speed traffic in our
neighborhoods. 

Thank you,

Jody Dahmer
Smoketown Neighborhood Association



Hello,

I am writing this email to ask that you reconnect Campbell street back to Gray street at the intersection of state
highway  864 with a 4 way stop sign and crosswalk. Currently it is cut off with no stop signs or traffic signals.

I don’t drive a car, and have used a bicycle as my primary mode of transportation in Louisville since I moved
here in 2018.  For 3 years I rode through this spot 5 days a week to my job downtown, and since February that’s
changed to about once a week as now I can work mostly from home.

This spot is one of two places where I have almost been hit by a car in all the time since I moved here. A car did
not expect me to be there, and pulled out right in front of me without looking.  The driver was very apologetic
and kind, but I had to skid to a stop and quickly turn my bicycle to avoid them. It was a very close call.

Cars go through at 30 miles an hour or more with no way for pedestrians wheelchair users or bicyclists to cross
the street safely. I ask that Chestnut St Connector is looked at and the roads of Phoenix Hill neighborhood are
reconnected to help bring tourists and residents downtown safely.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Emily Coleman
Resident of Paristown Pointe neighborhood
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